SIX
SITES

REDEVELOPMENT
OF SURPLUS
GOVERNMENT LAND
TO STIMULATE THE
QUEENSLAND ECONOMY

Disclaimer: The Property Council of Australia commissioned this independent report to instigate discussion
and debate on how government held land across the state can be unlocked to stimulate growth and prosperity
more effectively.
This report has been prepared by Urbis based on research and Property Council of Australia stakeholder and subcommittee input. This report is intended to drive discussion with a view to effecting future policies.
Copyright and any other intellectual property arising from this work belongs to the Property Council of Australia.

WHAT IS POSSIBLE?
The Property Council of Australia has been a
long-term advocate of the need for Government to
efficiently manage its landholdings as part of its
core business.
At various times, this means buying, selling or leasing
underutilised or surplus land. It also means opening up the
opportunity for Government to work with the private sector
to deliver outcomes that positively stimulate economic,
social and place-making outcomes.

The Property Council of Australia, in its capacity as an
advocate of the property industry, is keen to stimulate a
broader conversation on the use of surplus or underutilised
Government land. This study has been prepared as a
compelling business case to articulate the benefits of
re-purposing strategic Government landholdings to deliver
positive returns for Queenslanders.
This study looks at six underutilised sites, and provides
just one example of what is possible on each site. The
study clearly outlines the net benefits of each possibility,
reinforcing the importance of better utilisation of
Government land not only to the State’s budget bottom line,
but also to creating jobs, housing and greater urban amenity.

This report advocates ideas for six prime underutilised or surplus Government sites across the state.
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A HOME FOR ALL

COASTAL ECO-LIVING

GRAND ARRIVAL

Delivers diverse housing options
in the heart of the city at the
former Toowoomba Gasworks
site that embraces the historic
role of the place.

Creates a diverse residential ecoprecinct on the Townsville Police
Barracks site capitalising on the
coastal location.

Presents the eastern portion of
Brisbane's Central Station as
an inspiring arrival as part of a
thriving city precinct.
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LIVE AND CREATE
Draws on the context of the
Bundamba TAFE site to
create a hub for living, working
and learning in a vibrant
community setting.
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A PLACE OF
GENERATIONS

REDEFINING THE
TOP OF TOWN

Reinvigorates the site at the
corner of Villa Street and
Park Road, Yeronga into a
community-centric place for living
and learning.

Examines the potential of the
former Brisbane Dental Hospital
and College site to deliver a hotel
and commercial development.

The Property Council of Australia is committed to driving
discussion on this topic to ensure our state continues to
thrive, for the benefit of all stakeholders – both existing
and future.
This research is intended as a thought piece representing
ideas, rather than fixed solutions. While any strategy selected
for the individual sites analysed will ultimately be subject to
further discussion, it is irrefutable that great opportunities
are being forgone, as strategic sites across the state lay
vacant or underutilised often at substantial cost to the state.

Chris Mountford
Queensland Executive
Director
Property Council of Australia
September 2017
Prepared for Property Council of Australia
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SELECTING
SIX SITES

2 Inner Brisbane sites
2 Outer Brisbane/SEQ sites
2 Regional sites

Following research and a round-table discussion,
a long list of known Government held sites was
generated for further consideration of the potential
for social, economic and place uplift of each.
A high level filter was applied to refine this list to focus on
two inner Brisbane sites, two outer Brisbane/SEQ sites and
two regional Queensland sites. The search was narrowed
by examining each sites ability to deliver broad-based
gains across a range of economic, social and place-based
parameters, as highlighted on the right. Consideration was
also given to the expected capital cost and availability of data
to assist in analysis.
The final list of sites chosen to form part of this report are:
1

Toowoomba Former Gasworks (Regional)

2

Townsville Police Barracks (Regional)

3

Brisbane Central Station (Inner Brisbane)

4

Bundamba TAFE (Wider SEQ)

5

Villa Street and Park Road Site, Yeronga
(Outer Brisbane)

6

Former Brisbane Dental Hospital and College
(Inner Brisbane)
Brisbane area

SITE SELECTION CRITERIA
LAND USE
Current use not relevant or optimised. Strength of
land use drivers and context. Potential for unlocking
new and enhanced uses.
SCALE
Site of a scale suitable for redevelopment that
delivers meaningful impact and with limited
known constraints.
STATUS

6

Site not already in play in the public sphere and not
subject to public debate.
UPLIFT POTENTIAL
Site will stimulate economic development, uplift
and result in efficiencies.

3

URBAN ACTIVATION
Site has ability to facilitate an increased level of
activity for local residents and workforce.
HOUSING AFFORDABILITY
Site has potential to deliver new and/or more
accessible housing stock and/or housing models.

5

2

ACCESS TO EMPLOYMENT
Site improves availability of job opportunities and/or
stimulates job creation.
AMENITY AND LIFESTYLE

Brisbane area
2

2

4

Redevelopment of the site has the ability to improve
the quality of life through access to open spaces,
public realm and community assets.
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A CALL
TO ACTION
The ideas and analysis presented in this report are
not intended to provide a conclusive or detailed
understanding of each site's redevelopment
potential. Rather, it takes a realistic look at how
each site could be reasonably redeveloped
over time and estimates the economic activity,
employment opportunities, as well as other social
and place benefits that can be unlocked.
For each site, the study takes a master planning approach
to understand the size and scale and the realistic time line
for development, as well as the types of activity and land
uses that each site can feasibly support.

The balance of this report looks at each site individually,
providing detail on the current situation, the redevelopment
idea and the likely impacts and benefits that action will
bring about.
The table below summarises the headline assessment
of each of the six sites and enables comparison. The
key message to draw from this research, is that action
on each of these sites will largely bring about strong,
positive change.

SIX SITES REDEVELOPMENT – ASSESSMENTS COMPARISON

Operational GRP Per
Annum Upon Project
Completion ($m)

135

$30.5

$17.10

64

$4.50

2

Townsville Police
Barracks

63

$11.7

$8.00

12

$0.70

3

Brisbane Central
Station

650

$194.9

$63.80

3,428

$411.70

4

Bundamba TAFE

612

$117.1

$59.50

200

$10.50

5

Villa Street and Park
Road Site, Yeronga

370

$71.0

$36.00

383

$21.90

Former Brisbane
Dental Hospital
and College

811

$213.5

$78.90

4,020

$468.10

2,641

$638.7

$263.4

8,107

$917.6

6

TOTAL

Urban Design / Place
making benefit

Operational
Employment Per
Annum Upon Project
Completion

Toowoomba Former
Gasworks

Joint council and
government policy
alignment

Total Development
GRP* ($m)

1

Strong

Community Interest
(existing community
use / heritage value

Total Construction Cost
($m)

Moderate

Total Development
Employment (Job
Years)

Limited

Community Benefit

SITE POTENTIAL /
BENEFITS RATING

Source : Urbis; Rawlinsons 2017 Ed. 35; External

* Definition of GRP: Gross Regional Product (GRP) is one of several measures indicating the size of an economy. For the purposes of this project, the
estimate of expenditure impacts, including value added impacts, is calculated as a contribution to Gross Regional Product (GRP). The direct employment
impacts are applied to GRP per worker industry benchmarks to calculate the increase in GRP generated by the project. The direct impacts of the
proposed development have been identified through industry benchmark data and employment data.
Note: The above table provides an estimate, in a quantified method, of future economic benefits generated by the proposed development of each subject
site in terms of expenditure and employment both during the development phase and on an ongoing basis.

Prepared for Property Council of Australia
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TOOWOOMBA
FORMER
GASWORKS
A HOME FOR ALL
Vision: A diverse and inclusive medium density precinct
connected to the CBD and the site's unique heritage.

THE SITUATION
Less than a five minute walk to the heart of Toowoomba CBD and Queens Park Gardens, this former
historical gasworks site is a prime redevelopment opportunity. The site is located with the Toowoomba
Railway Parkland Priority Development Area and has significant potential to benefit from uplift.
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Context Plan – Toowoomba former Gasworks site
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The site is surrounded by light
industry uses to the immediate east,
west and north. Detached residential
dwellings are located further east
and north with Toowoomba Railway
Station further west.

ensuring that any filling within the
flood affected components of the
site does not adversely impact on
downstream properties.

Ch

Historically the site operated as a
gasworks between 1878 to 1960.
The recent decommissioning and full
remediation of the site readies it as
a key catalyst opportunity, to enable
urban renewal.

There are few constraints on the site
apart from the southern end that
is affected by flood depths of up to
0.5m. As a result any development
of the site will need to ensure these
impacts are managed, whilst

Neil Stree

The site is in proximity to three main
roads (Chalk Drive, Ruthven Street
and Hume Street) and surrounding
residential communities and Queens
Park Gardens which is easily
accessible by vehicle or foot.
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LEGEND
1

Apartment development

2

Apartment development
with ground level food and
beverage

3

Affordable apartment
development

4

Apartment development with
ground level childcare

5

Central public open space
courtyard reflecting
inspiration from heritage
gasworks use on the site

6

Public plaza and open space
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Illustrative Plan: Toowoomba former Gasworks site re-imagined
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SITE 1 – TOOWOOMBA FORMER GASWORKS SITE
Address

1A Neil Street, Toowoomba, 4305

Site Area

10,569m2

Lot Number(s)

L3 AG208 & L2 RP129701 & L1 RP151665 &
L1-3 RP16672 & L26-28 RP16674 & L5 RP16677

Current Ownership

Energex Limited

Current Usage

Currently vacant and re-mediated

Zoning

None – Within the Toowoomba Railway
Parklands PDA

Prepared for Property Council of Australia
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THE REDEVELOPMENT OF THE FORMER
GASWORKS SITE IN TOOWOOMBA IS
AN OPPORTUNITY TO REINFORCE AN
ACTIVATED CITY CENTRE AND IS A CRITICAL
STEP IN THE EVOLUTION OF THE CITY.

View of the proposed central public open space courtyard taking inspiration from heritage gasworks use of the site

BEFORE REDEVELOPMENT

THE IDEA
The idea for redeveloping this CBD fringe site is to create a vibrant and affordable housing precinct that
includes amenity and services. Taking inspiration from the historic gasworks use of the site, the design
includes a circular central public open space that will act as a community gathering and recreation asset for
the public and residents.
Features of the redevelopment:
▪▪

▪▪

▪▪

▪▪

▪▪

▪▪

8

Provides for a diversity of housing
choices as part of integrated mixed
use precincts.
Delivers apartments and
affordable apartment blocks to a
maximum of six storeys in height.

LAND USE APPROACH
▪▪

▪▪

Broadens the housing choice and
introduces affordable product and
price points.
Promotes a built form that is
responsive to the surrounding
context and the longer term
strategic objectives of city.
Encourages investment and the
expansion of residential living
within the Toowoomba CBD.
Invites the wider community and
residents to activate the central
public open space.

▪▪

Delivers public realm amenity
that connects more broadly to
the urban parkland and linear
park connection to Queens
Park Gardens.
Acknowledges the former use
and history of the site through
the design of the central
open space.
Maximises the prominence of
built form at the corner of Chalk
Street and Neil Street to create
an iconic form that will be highly
visible and recognisable.

▪▪

Supports and activates a cohesive
city centre for Toowoomba and
strengthen its future as a primary
regional city for the Darling Downs
and Queensland.

▪▪

Incorporates buildings of a scale,
form and height supported by
market demand and take up.

AREA

Medium Density
Residential
(85 units)

7,500m2

Affordable Housing
(138 apartments)

11,000m2

Retail / F&B
@ ground

500m2

Childcare
(75 places)

500m2

TOTAL
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19,500m2

THE IMPACT/BENEFIT
Social and Community Benefits

Economic Benefits

The positive social effects or impacts which arise as
a direct or indirect result of the redevelopment idea
presented are:

The creation of a masterplan precinct at the northern tip of
the Toowoomba CBD would provide a key anchor point to
the CBD activities, as well as utilise the site and its unique
heritage. The development will be driven by the provision of
affordable and diverse dwelling options, aligning with State
and Local Government initiatives, as well as retail amenity
and a plaza, envisioned to become a new gathering place
for the local community. These mix of land uses will create
synergy and positive economic and social benefits for the
wider region.

▪▪

Redeveloping a ‘remediated site’ as a contemporary,
master-planned mixed-use precinct.

▪▪

Provides increased residential density close to the
Toowoomba City Centre, supporting the ambitions of
the Toowoomba City Centre Master Plan.

▪▪

Provides well-designed community facilities, spaces
for pop-up activity and events, local dining and retail,
as well as open space. It will provide an ‘urban living’
option for residents.

▪▪

▪▪

▪▪

Working families will be serviced by a 75 place
child care facility, located within this familyfriendly development.
Creation of local enterprise and job opportunities,
within walking distance of the town centre and
residential development.
Delivers a development outcome for the site that
aligns with government’s planning aspirations for the
site. Potential to demonstrate ‘density done well’ in a
regional city context.

EMPLOYMENT AND GRP SUMMARY – TOOWOOMBA

135

Total development
employment (job years)

64

Operational employment
per annum upon project
completion

$30.5m

Total Construction Cost

$17.1m

Total Development GRP

$4.5m

Operational GRP
per annum upon project
completion
Source : Urbis; Rawlinsons 2017 Ed. 35; External

RECOMMENDED DELIVERY APPROACH
Given the benefits of redeveloping this site as
summarised in the table opposite, the delivery
could include a number of approaches. The
recommended course of action includes the
following steps:
▪▪
▪▪

An open tender to market.
Simple straight sale transaction of the freehold title by
the State.

An example of where this approach has been used is 300
George Street, Brisbane.

Benefits Summary
Community Benefit
Community Interest (existing
community use / heritage
value
Alignment with Government
Policy/Initiatives
Urban Design / Place making
benefit

EXISTING

FUTURE

Limited

Strong

Limited

Strong

Moderate

Strong

Limited

Strong

Prepared for Property Council of Australia
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2
TOWNSVILLE
POLICE
BARRACKS
COASTAL LIVING
Vision: A residential hub that provides a mix of products
and capitalises on a premium coastal location.

THE SITUATION
This prime coastal site is located on Heatleys Parade in Belgian Gardens
fronting onto parklands and beachfront. It is 2.5km north west from the
heart of Townsville's CBD and enjoys a direct coastal address across from
Soroptimist Park.
The site is currently used by the
Queensland Police for officer housing and
administrative uses. The barracks use
covers the 13,500m2 site in a range of
single storey buildings scattered across
the site.

at which time the police took over the site.
The police use was meant to be temporary
as the facilities are not built for purpose
however this use remains to this day.
The surrounding context is predominantly
defined by low scale detached residential
housing as well as a caravan park located
immediately to the north of the site.
Significant environmental constraints
have been identified for the site including
Coastal Hazard, Flood Hazard and
Environmental Natural Assets overlays.

Prior to its use as barracks, the site
operated as the Leslie Wilson Home for
bush children providing accommodation
for children brought in from western
Queensland for health treatment and
rehabilitation. This facility closed in 1994

Jezzine Military
Barracks

THE SITE
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Context Plan – Townsville Police Barracks Site
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SITE 2– TOWNSVILLE POLICE BARRACKS
Address

26 Heatleys Parade, Belgian Gardens, 4810
(Townsville)

Site Area

13,540m2

Lot Number(s)

1T118514

Current Ownership

The State of Queensland (Department of Police)

Current Usage

Queensland Police Academy

Zoning

None
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LEGEND
1

Down-sizer apartment
development

2

Apartment development

3
4

Apartment development
including small scale coffee
shop at ground
Recreation amenities for
residents

Illustrative Plan: Townsville Police Barracks site re-imagined

Prepared for Property Council of Australia
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THE IDEA
The idea is to optimise the value, location and aspect of this site to create a quality residential precinct,
while resolving an issue for the police. In order to unlock this ocean front site for redevelopment, a staged
approach is required. The first step involves decanting the current police use off site into a more appropriate
location in the centre of Townsville. Redevelopment of the site can then occur and deliver three, threestorey residential apartment blocks including one block that is tailored for down-sizers.
Features of the redevelopment:
▪▪

▪▪

Capitalises on the direct coastal
location, aspect and views
to deliver a quality product
and outcome that will set the
benchmark in Belgian Gardens.
Relocates the existing Police
Barracks function to a more
suitable, central Townsville site at
no significant additional cost.

▪▪

Encourages investment and the
expansion of residential living
beyond central Townsville.

▪▪

Provides apartment-style options
outside of the CBD.

▪▪

Provides a sensitive transition
and appropriate use to respond to
surrounding residential context.

▪▪

Includes development no higher
than three storeys.

▪▪

Delivers consolidated recreation
amenities available to residents
of the development.

▪▪

Includes a small scale retail
premises to activate the
development and wider locale.

LAND USE APPROACH

TOTAL

BEFORE REDEVELOPMENT

THIS PRIME COASTAL SITE IS AN
OPPORTUNITY TO DELIVER NEW RESIDENTS
INTO THE CBD WHILE OPENING UP HOUSING
OPTIONS BY THE WATERFRONT.

12
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AREA

Residential
apartments
(82 units)

7,800m2

Down-sizer
apartments
(30 units)

3,000m2

Retail/coffee shop

50m2
10,850m2

THE IMPACT / BENEFIT

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

Social and Community Benefits

The most significant opportunity presented by the
redevelopment of this site is the ability to use the
proceeds from the sale of the land to invest directly
into the Townsville CBD.

The positive social effects or impacts which arise as a direct
or indirect result of the redevelopment idea presented are:
▪▪

▪▪

Creation of a new beach front residential community.
The site has the potential to accommodate 82 residential
apartments and 30 units for down-sizers, or those
seeking a more ‘low maintenance’ lifestyle.
The redevelopment will include a local retail and café
offering to service local residents, and those visiting the
adjoining beach front park and waterways.

▪▪

Strong alignment with government priorities and
community expectations, regarding ‘medium-density’
projects along the Townsville waterfront.

▪▪

Beneficial for the police, concentrating facilities in a
central location with proximity to one another.

The proposed development would deliver a residential
offering that capitalises on the pristine natural coastal setting
that the region is renowned for. The proposed redevelopment
allows the movement of key employment roles into the
Townsville CBD, bolstering the commercial core of the
city. This aligns with the strategic imperatives outlined in
the Townsville CBD Master Plan. The site would then be
utilised, offering a selection of diverse dwellings and focusing
residential offerings towards lifestyle driven precincts.
EMPLOYMENT AND GRP SUMMARY – TOWNSVILLE

Given the benefits of redeveloping this site as
summarised in the table below, the delivery
could include a number of approaches. The
recommended course of action includes the
following steps:

▪▪
▪▪

State to lead community engagement and planning
analysis to define key planning and urban design
outcomes and parameters sought by redevelopment.
State to call for EOI
Competitive tenders assessed by state on basis of price,
design and community dividend.

An example of where this approach has been used is
Portside Wharf Cruise Terminal (EDQ).

Benefits Summary

$11.7m

Community Benefit

$8.0m

Community Interest (existing
community use / heritage
value

Total development
employment (job years)

Total Construction Cost

Operational employment
per annum upon project
completion

Total Development GRP

12

RECOMMENDED DELIVERY APPROACH

▪▪

Economic Benefits

63

The spin off benefits of relocating the police use to the CBD
align with key objectives of the Townsville CBD Master Plan
including increased activation and investment.

$0.7m

Operational GRP per annum
upon project completion
Source : Urbis; Rawlinsons 2017 Ed. 35; External

Alignment with Government
Policy/Initiatives
Urban Design / Place making
benefit

EXISTING

FUTURE

Limited

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Strong

Moderate

Strong

Aerial view of proposed residential blocks with park and ocean front aspect.
Prepared for Property Council of Australia
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CENTRAL
STATION
GRAND ARRIVAL
Vision: An awe-inspiring arrival that
evolves into a thriving city precinct.

THE SITUATION
Over 105,000 people use Central Station as the gateway to Brisbane's CBD everyday (Source; Queensland
Rail, 2016). This makes it the busiest public transport node in Queensland and a site with enormous
potential for optimisation.
The wider Central Station site includes
the functioning rail station, heritage
listed station building, commercial
premises, Sofitel Hotel and a retail
concourse. While there is a longer term
strategic opportunity to optimise and
better integrate these uses as part of
the overall precinct, the eastern end
of the site – the corner of Creek Street
and Ann Street – presents a catalytic
opportunity to create a more fitting
precinct arrival. Redevelopment in this
location enables a decanting solution
to facilitate the ultimate revitalisation
of the wider Central Station precinct.
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Roma Street
Parkland

Constraints to development do exist,
namely the complexity of maintaining
uninterrupted station, concourse and
hotel operations during construction,
and structural and engineering
challenges associated with building
over the rail line and adjacent
to heritage.

Cr

The eastern corner entry to the Central
Station site is under-performing in
context of footfall, with only 16% of
pedestrian traffic using this point
to access the station daily (Source;
Queensland Rail, 2016). This is in part
the result of lower levels of amenity
and quality of the public realm in
this location.

The eastern site delivers an airrights development opportunity over
the rail line that can accommodate
an approximate 2000m2 floor
plate. Redevelopment enables
the revitalisation and improved
connectivity of this part of the precinct
to not only the station, but also north to
Spring Hill.

SITE 3 – CENTRAL STATION SITE DETAIL
Address

Cnr Ann and Creek Streets, Brisbane, 4000

Site Area

~2,500m2
(part of larger Central Station Precinct)

Lot Number(s)

L6 SP140772 & L1 SP140773 & L4 SP143673
& L7-11 SP165989 & PTZZ L6 SP165989

Current Ownership

Queensland Rail Limited

Current Usage

Transport Terminal
Mixed Use – Terminal Related
Commercial

Current Zoning

Transport Terminal

THIS LANDMARK DEVELOPMENT SIGNIFIES THE
FIRST STEP IN THE LONG TERM OPTIMISATION
OF THE WIDER CENTRAL STATION PRECINCT.

THE IDEA
The idea is simple – to reinforce Central Station as Brisbane's grand arrival gateway through a long term
revitalisation of the wider Central Station precinct. To catalyse this longer term opportunity, the first
step is to develop the eastern portion of the site, at the corner of Ann and Creek Streets as an exemplary
commercial tower, including a welcoming and connected public civic space.
Features of the redevelopment
▪▪

▪▪

▪▪

▪▪

▪▪

Catalyses redevelopment and
revitalisation as part of larger
Central Station precinct.
Demonstrates an evolution of the
city centre – opportunity for floor
plate of ~2,000m2 – justifiable
to maximise the civic and
commercial potential.
Larger floor plate is attractive
to private sector tenants and
provides future opportunities
to incorporate a 'Build to Rent'
model as part of redevelopment
of the balance of the precinct.
Capitalises on the unlimited
height restrictions within the CBD
to deliver a demand tested 40
storey commercial tower.
Maximises portion of the site that
is currently under-performing by

building in the air-rights over the
rail line.
▪▪

▪▪

Ensures appropriate heritage
integration and interface with the
old station building.
Gives appropriate breathing
room to the heritage listed
station building.

▪▪

▪▪

▪▪

Creates a grand arrival for the
eastern CBD entry to the Central
Station precinct with high quality
public realm.

▪▪

Maximises this critical pinch
point in tidal pedestrian flows
of people between the station
and surrounding areas by
incorporating a plaza space.

▪▪

▪▪

Delivers a legible solution as
an integrated city precinct that
connects to the station as well as
the CBD and Spring Hill.

Reaffirms Creek Street as a
significant commercial address
for the city.
Provides equitable access in a
seamless fashion from Ann Street
to the concourse level.
Includes sufficient floor space
to enable the full decanting
of Queensland Rail's existing
commercial premises within Rail
Tower 1 and 2.

LAND USE APPROACH

AREA

Retail @ ground

200m2

Commercial
– Office Headquarters
(40 storeys)

*50,000m2

TOTAL

50,200m2

* Area derived based on floorplate efficiency and
adjustments for tapered built form.

Prepared for Property Council of Australia
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THE IMPACT/BENEFITS
Social and Community Benefits

Economic Benefits

The positive social effects or impacts which arise as a direct
or indirect result of the redevelopment idea presented are:

The development of the site as a major commercial offering
would contribute a significant economic benefit, driven
through large scale construction and development, but
underpinned by a continued operational employment and
GRP contribution.

▪▪

Creating a new ‘gateway;’ for the city, and creating a
new precinct for the city’s workers and visitors.

▪▪

Commercial and retail office space to meet the needs
of growing residential, worker and visitor population.
This tower could include services for the city’s growing
international student market.

▪▪

Significant improvement in access and circulation for
pedestrians and active transport users.

▪▪

Promotes opportunities for a mix of retail, commercial
and other activity in a precinct which people currently
‘pass through’, generating new investment and
employment opportunities close to public transport.

▪▪

Promotes enhanced direct connections and sight lines
to the neighbouring heritage buildings and places, the
Brisbane River and riverside lifestyle precincts.

▪▪

Demonstrates a strong alignment with government
priorities, business and community expectations.

▪▪

Supports Spring Hill Neighbourhood Plan by extending
and connecting to the CBD.

The development of the site would also improve
connectivity, activation and regeneration of the surrounding
CBD and Spring Hill precincts, adding indirect benefits to
the local economy.
EMPLOYMENT AND GRP SUMMARY – CENTRAL STATION

650

Total development
employment (job years)

3,428

Operational employment
per annum upon project
completion

$194.9m

Total Construction Cost

$63.8m

Total Development GRP

$411.7m

Operational GRP per annum
upon project completion
Source : Urbis; Rawlinsons 2017 Ed. 35; External

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES
The redevelopment of this site presents significant opportunities to realise the potential and capacity of the
wider Central Station precinct.
Decanting the current tenants within Rail Tower 1 and
2 enables the western portion of the precinct to be
completely reimagined and support the creation of a grand
arrival for the city, new land uses and delivery models.

the past 10 years of up to 4% across the apartment market.
This has led to a median weekly rental price premium,
making CBD accommodation further from reach for many
people.

Build to Rent: An opportunity for the wider Central
Station precinct and the city

The security of long-leases and rent increases pegged
to inflation could offer an affordable housing alternative
offering. Whilst this option has a number of barriers to
entry. Delivery of government land provides an opportunity
to explore incentives in order to make build-to-rent
developments more viable.

As housing affordability and generational shifts are driving
increased rental numbers, the availability of affordable
and accessible inner city accommodation is becoming
increasingly important.
The Brisbane CBD, Queensland’s largest employment
node is forecast to see further employment growth over
the medium to long-term, far outweighing the provision
of residential dwelling growth. Furthermore, rental prices
within the Brisbane CBD have experienced increases over

With smaller floor plates and access to transport, the
western portion of the Central Station precinct offers an
opportunity to consider redevelopment that incorporates
residential living options and potentially a 'Build to Rent'
model.

RECOMMENDED DELIVERY APPROACH
Given the benefits of redeveloping this site as summarised in the table opposite, the delivery could include a
number of approaches. The recommended course of action includes the following steps:
▪▪

▪▪
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State to lead community engagement, identify key
planning, design and operational guidelines.
State offers volumetric title to market for development
management agreement subject to development
partner meeting specified outcomes sought by the
state.

▪▪

▪▪

Proponents assessed by state in terms of design,
community dividend and price
Development management agreement established
between the state and the preferred development
partner to ensure delivery of the required outcomes.

An example of where this approach has been used is
Wynyard Station Sydney.

Six Ideas Redevelopment of surplus government land to stimulate the Queensland economy

BEFORE REDEVELOPMENT

Alignment with Brisbane
City Centre Master Plan's
objective "Take advantage of the
significant development potential
of surrounding land and the
retailing opportunities presented
by thousands of commuters
to revitalise Central Station
and create a grand arrival
worthy of a New World City."

Benefits Summary
Community Benefit

EXISTING

FUTURE

NA
Not Applicable

Moderate

Community Interest
(existing community
use / heritage value

Moderate

Strong

Alignment with
Government Policy/
Initiatives

Limited

Strong

Limited

Strong

Urban Design / Place
making benefit

Prepared for Property Council of Australia
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4
BUNDAMBA
TAFE
LIVE AND CREATE
Vision: An affordable hub that creates a place to live
and work in a vibrant community setting.

THE SITUATION
Ideally located in close proximity to key arteries such as rail and road, this 23 hectare site is the current
home of the Bremer Institute of TAFE Bundamba campus and offers a unique opportunity to optimise the
land, context and location.
Surrounded by low density residential development, the
site is divided into two parts north and south of Mary
Street. The site is located close to Brisbane Road, the key
artery from the Cunningham Highway, and to Ipswich CBD
which is 5km to the west. Brisbane is a 30 minute drive
north east. Beyond vehicle access, the site has a valuable
direct connection to the Bundamba rail station and is also
serviced by buses along Byrne and Mary streets.

The site slopes from the highest point at the intersection
of River Road and Mary Street and grades down towards
the rail line. Transport noise from the rail corridor to the
south of the site is a constraint that must be considered
for redevelopment.

THE SITE
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d
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Bundamba
State School

Booval
Fair

Ipswich
Racecourse

Context Plan – Bundamba TAFE Site
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Ebbw Vale
Memorial Park
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The site currently includes four teaching blocks and a range
of smaller education support buildings with the balance of
the site comprised of lawns and open space.

Courses offered at the campus are wide and varied, centred
around training for trades (carpentry, plumbing, mechanical
and fabrication), health and beauty (nursing, hair and
beauty, massage), hospitality and agriculture. The TAFE
use is significantly sprawled across the site and could be
optimised considerably.

SITE 4 – BUNDAMBA TAFE SITE DETAIL
Address

Corner Mary and Byrne Streets, Bundamba, QLD,
4304

Site Area

230,400m2

Lot Number(s)

Lot 503 on SP199008 and Lot 53 on SP19908

Current Ownership

The State of Queensland (Represented by
Department of Education and Training)

Current Usage

TAFE Queensland South West

Zoning

SU01 – Special Use (School / Educational Est)

THE IDEA
The idea is to optimise the TAFE operations into a more efficient and consolidated hub. Concentrating usage
will enable greater levels of activation and allow the TAFE to act as a key anchor for a wider community
focused precinct. Focusing the TAFE uses into a more concentrated area will free up much of the balance
land for redevelopment to deliver diverse residential products and supporting community uses.
Features of the redevelopment:
▪▪

▪▪

▪▪

▪▪

▪▪

Responds to local context
with a built form outcome
that is generally two storeys
in height with a few three
storey developments
appropriately located.
Maintains current TAFE operations
but in a consolidated form in
current premises on the site and as
central activating feature.
Maintains green areas of the site
in the north, in and around public
areas and along the escarpment.

LAND USE APPROACH
▪▪

▪▪

▪▪

Includes a green buffer to act
as visual and noise attenuation
between the rail line.
Capitalises on proximity and direct
access to the rail station with a
concentrated local retail offer that
can capitalise on foot traffic and
rail users as well as service the
local catchment.

▪▪

Creates a clear network of
new streets through the site
that promotes connectivity
and responds to the
surrounding urban grid, and
enables a range of small lots
and terrace housing products
to be introduced to the area.
Creates a central community
focused heart or green
common for recreation,
gathering and events.
Delivers a range of housing
types including affordable
aged and student housing
products across the site to
create a diversity of population
and price points.
Promotes shared
use of education and
recreation facilities for
community activation.

65+

AREA

Residential apartments
(67 apartments)

5,800m2

Residential – housing
lots (229 lots – mix of
terrace, standard and
large lots)

n/a

Retirement living +
Independent living
(115 units)

11,500m2

Affordable Housing
(22 units)

18,60m2

Student Housing
(44 units)

1,800m2

Retail

1,900m2

Community use

1,700m2

Education
(new facility)

1,050m2

TOTAL AREA
(NOT INCLUDING LOTS)

25,610m2

Prepared for Property Council of Australia
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BEFORE REDEVELOPMENT

View of central community common space linking to consolidate TAFE campus, community uses and retirement living.

THE REDEVELOPMENT OF THE
BUNDAMBA TAFE SITE UNLOCKS AN
OPPORTUNITY TO DELIVER LIVING
OPTIONS ACROSS GENERATIONS
AND A UNIQUE COMMUNITY
FOCUS AROUND EDUCATION.

LEGEND

2

Expanded TAFE uses

3

Central Community
Commons
(open space and plaza)

4

Retirement Living +
Community Use

5

Expanded TAFE use

6

Affordable Housing

7

Student Accommodation

8

Independent living

9

Detached lots
(small and large)

10

Aged Care

11

Open space amenity

12

Apartment development

13

Convenience retail in
proximity to rail station
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Illustrative Plan: Bundamba TAFE site re-imagined
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THE IMPACT/BENEFIT
Social and Community Benefits

Economic Benefits

The positive social effects or impacts which arise as a direct
or indirect result of the redevelopment idea presented are:

The creation of a masterplan precinct at Bundamba will
provide the precinct with a mix of land uses that create
synergy and positive economic and social benefits. The
provision of affordable and diverse dwelling options
align with State and Local Government initiatives, whilst
the retail, community and education components of the
masterplan create knowledge, amenity and a sense of
community for the surrounding area.

▪▪

Optimisation of a 23 hectare site for a new masterplanned mixed-use development. This project will
improve the mix of housing products available in the
local area, and create opportunities for new local jobs
and enterprise development.

▪▪

The proposal consolidates TAFE programs on site into
refurbished facilities, and has the potential to secure the
ongoing viability and competitiveness of the campus by
activating the ‘campus core’.

EMPLOYMENT AND GRP SUMMARY – BUNDAMBA

▪▪

Provides increased residential density to support
patronage on nearby rail services, which connect to
Brisbane and Ipswich City Centres.

Total development
employment (job years)

▪▪

Delivers a development outcome for the site that meets
commercial benchmarks, but also meets expressed
community needs for ‘sensitive’ development, providing
new community facilities and high quality open
space. It has the potential to stimulate renewal in the
surrounding local centres and neighbourhoods.

▪▪

Strong alignment with government priorities and
community expectations.

BEFORE REDEVELOPMENT

612

200

Operational employment
per annum upon project
completion

$117.1m

Total Construction Cost

$59.5m

Total Development GRP

$10.5m

Operational GRP per annum
upon project completion
Source : Urbis; Rawlinsons 2017 Ed. 35; External

RECOMMENDED DELIVERY
APPROACH
Given the benefits of redeveloping this site as
summarised in the table below, the delivery could
include a number of approaches. The recommended
course of action includes the following steps:
▪▪

▪▪
▪▪

▪▪

State to lead community engagement and planning
analysis to define key planning, urban design and
community (TAFE) outcomes and parameters sought by
redevelopment.
State to call for EOI
Competitive tenders assessed by state on basis of price,
design and community dividend
Sale transaction by state, possibly staged to ensure
delivery of the required outcomes.

An example of where this approach has been used is
Yeerongpilly Green.
Benefits Summary
Community Benefit
Community Interest
(existing community use /
heritage value
Alignment with
Government Policy/
Initiatives
Urban Design / Place
making benefit

EXISTING

FUTURE

Strong

Strong

Moderate

Strong

Limited

Strong

Moderate

Strong

Prepared for Property Council of Australia
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5
VILLA STREET +
PARK ROAD SITE,
YERONGA
A PLACE OF GENERATIONS
Vision: A community-centric place that enables people
of all ages to live, learn and age in place.

THE SITUATION
The site at the corner of Villa Street and Park Road, Yeronga is the former Metropolitan South TAFE campus.
SITE 5 – VILLA STREET + PARK ROAD SITE, YERONGA DETAIL
Address

70 Park Road, Yeronga, 4104

Site Area

51,870m2

Lot Number(s)

L2 SP142343

Current Ownership

The State of Queensland (Department of Education and Training)

Current Usage

Vacant – Disused Metropolitan South Institute of TAFE

Zoning

Educational – including kindergarten

The campus has been disused and
vacant since 2014. Parts of the
former campus including the high
performance sport centre and
carparking areas are currently used
by Yeronga State High School.

Yeronga State
High School

THE SITE
ad

Yeerongpilly
Rail Station

Context Plan – Villa Street and Park Road Site
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The key constraint to redevelopment
is flooding and overland flow which
affects the northern portion of
the site. Transport noise from the
adjoining rail corridor to the north
of the site is another constraint for
redevelopment but can be easily
overcome through design measures.

Ip

The site sits next door to Yeronga
State High School and forms part
of a broader community-focused
precinct made up of recreation, open
space, education and communitybased land uses, all surrounded by
an established leafy low density
residential pocket. Ideally located
close to key arteries and transport
infrastructure, the site is roughly a
1.2km walk from Yeerongpilly and
Fairfield rail stations.

THE IDEA
Capitalising on the context and location, the redevelopment idea for the Villa Street and Park Road site is
to deliver a community-focused precinct incorporating living, learning and aging in place. The uses and
arrangement complement the surrounding neighbourhood. A focus on independent and retirement living
will realise a truly multi-generational outcome for the wider area.
LAND USE APPROACH

Features of the redevelopment:
▪▪

▪▪

▪▪

Proposes development of a scale,
height and bulk that is consistent
with the surrounding context
(maximum height of four storeys
in key locations).
Delivers a precinct that
complements and integrates the
neighbouring use of education
with retirement, aged care and
community focus.

▪▪

Introduces a 75 place
childcare facility.

▪▪

Creates a village green as a centre
piece and place for community
gathering and interaction.

▪▪

65+

Includes small scale community
creative start up opportunities to
encourage social enterprise and
community interaction.

Delivers a diverse housing mix and
price points.

AREA

Aged care living (75
units)

7,500m2

Retirement/
Independent/
Apartment Living
(230 units)

16,000m2

Childcare
(75 places)

580m2

Community creative
retail start up

250m2

Education

2225m2

TOTAL

26,555m2

1.5

OAD

3

1

3

PARK R

4
1
3

4

3

1
4

LEGEND
X

Building Height (Storeys)
Childcare Centre

4
3
3

VILL A S

3
1

T R EE T

Retirement / Independent /
Apartment Living
Aged Care Living
Creative retail start up
opportunity
Private Education
Education Expansion of
High School

Proposed Land Use and Building Heights

Prepared for Property Council of Australia
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BEFORE REDEVELOPMENT
View of the Village Green linking to existing sporting fields and surrounded by independent living and creative retail start ups.

Alignment with Queensland
an age-friendly community
Action Plan and Strategic
Direction Statement.

THE IMPACT/BENEFIT
Social and Community Benefits

Economic Benefits

The positive social effects or impacts which arise as a direct
or indirect result of the redevelopment idea presented are:

The future development of this site as a true community
and education hub will have significant economic and
social benefits, providing a place of learning and care. The
development of the site would diversify the housing offering
of the area, establish a knowledge core and add a multigenerational facet to the wider precinct.

▪▪

Redeveloping a ‘derelict’ site as a contemporary,
master-planned community. This community will
demonstrate best-practice in multi-generational
village living, through the provision of a mix of serviced
housing products, community and education uses in
one location.

▪▪

The site will support the expansion of education
facilities for the adjoining Yeronga State High School.

▪▪

Provides increased residential density to support
patronage on nearby bus and rail services (and soon to
be expanded connections to Brisbane Metro and Cross
River Rail).

▪▪

▪▪

▪▪

▪▪

Provides additional publicly-accessible open space for
residents of the local area, as well as increased local
services including child care for local working families.
Delivery of a mix of ongoing employment opportunities
across community services, education and allied health
sectors within the local area.
Delivers a development outcome for the site that meets
commercial benchmarks, but also meets expressed
community needs for ‘sensitive’ development.

Given the benefits of redeveloping this site as
summarised in the table opposite, the delivery
could include a number of approaches. The
recommended course of action includes the
following steps:

▪▪
▪▪

▪▪

370

Total development
employment (job years)

383

Operational employment
per annum upon project
completion

$36m

Total Development GRP

$21.9m

Operational GRP per annum
upon project completion
Source : Urbis; Rawlinsons 2017 Ed. 35; External

State to lead community engagement and planning
analysis to define key planning, urban design and
community outcomes and parameters sought by
redevelopment.
State to call for EOI
Competitive tenders assessed by state on basis of price,
design and community dividend
Sale transaction by state, possibly staged to ensure
delivery of the required outcomes.

Benefits Summary
Community Benefit
Community Interest
(existing community use /
heritage value
Alignment with
Government Policy/
Initiatives
Urban Design / Place
making benefit

An example of where this approach has been used is
Yeerongpilly Green.
28

$71m

Total Construction Cost

Strong alignment with government priorities and
community expectations.

RECOMMENDED DELIVERY APPROACH

▪▪

EMPLOYMENT AND GRP SUMMARY – PARK ROAD, YERONGA

Six Ideas Redevelopment of surplus government land to stimulate the Queensland economy

EXISTING

FUTURE

Moderate

Strong

Moderate

Strong

Limited

Strong

Moderate

Strong
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5
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2
1

VILL A STREET

NEW SITE
ACCESS
POINT

LEGEND
1

Childcare Centre

2

Independent living

3

Creative retail start up

4

Village Green

5

Aged Care Living

6

Existing carpark for Sport
Centre to be retained

7

Green Link to sports fields

8

Private Education block

9

Carpark

10

New teaching block
(High School)

YERONGA MEMORIAL PARK
Illustrative Plan: Villa Street and Park Road site re-imagined
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6
FORMER BRISBANE
DENTAL HOSPITAL
REDEFINING THE TOP OF TOWN
Vision: Bringing the CBD to Spring Hill and Spring Hill to the CBD.
A mixed use connector.

THE SITUATION
With frontage to Turbot Street, Wickham Terrace and Albert Street and a total combined land area of
8,919m2, the sites of 168 and 200 Turbot represent one of Brisbane’s largest redevelopment opportunities.
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A constraint to overcome is the
underground rail tunnels that run
beneath the site limiting the ability to
develop below grade.

SPRING HILL

be

The site is heavily constrained by
topography. To the north the land
slopes steeply upwards to Wickham
Park and Wickham Terrace in
Spring Hill. The relationship of the
site to Spring Hill presents a rare
opportunity to provide public access
through built form and greater
activation of some of the city's finest
heritage features namely the Spring
Hill Reservoirs and the Old Windmill.

Roma Street
Parkland

Al

In an elevated position overlooking
the Brisbane CBD, the site contains
two existing buildings. The first,
168 Turbot, on the corner of Turbot
Street and Albert Street, is the state
heritage listed former Brisbane
Dental Hospital and College.
Designed by architect Raymond
Nowland in a classical neo-Georgian
style, the building was opened in
1941. The second, immediately next
door at 200 Turbot, is a four-storey
1960s-building that is the University
of Queensland's former dental school
that provided additional dental
services and training facilities. Both
buildings have been vacant since the
end of 2016.
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BRISBANE CBD

Context Plan - Former Brisbane Dental Hospital + College

SITE 6 – FORMER BRISBANE DENTAL HOSPITAL + COLLEGE
Address

168 + 200 Turbot Street

Site Area

8,919m2

Lot Number(s)

L86 SP169883 & L89 SP264798

Current Ownership

The State of Queensland (Department of Health)

Current Usage

Vacant

Zoning

Public Hospital

Six Ideas Redevelopment of surplus land to stimulate the Queensland economy
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THE IDEA
The concept for the redevelopment of 168 and 200 Turbot is to jointly deliver a mixed use offer and create
a new premium address for this top part of town. The redevelopment would create a more accessible and
connected link between the city and Spring Hill unlocking heritage and open spaces in new ways.
Features of the redevelopment:
▪▪

▪▪

Adaptively reuses the state
heritage listed former dental
hospital building as a 140 room
hotel that will reinvigorate this
key corner and unlock the unique
heritage value of the site.
Replaces the 1960s block at 200
Turbot Street to deliver a new
36-storey commercial tower
capitalising on elevated views of
the CBD and Roma Street.

▪▪

Achieves a large floor plate
particularly attractive to private
sector tenants.

▪▪

Delivers public vertical connection
through a series of sky gardens,
connections and built form to link
Spring Hill to the CBD.

▪▪

Potential links to Roma Street and
proposed 'Brisbane Live' precinct.

▪▪

Unlocks opportunities for
connections to major heritage
assets of Brisbane such as the
Spring Hill Reservoirs and the
Old Windmill.

▪▪

▪▪

Sleeves carparking in the lower
level of the tower to overcome
constraints of the site.
Delivers a significant commercial
floor plate for the CBD.

Old
Windmill
Secondary access to
commercial tower
SPRING HILL
Wickham
Terrace

Wickham
Park

LAND USE APPROACH

AREA

Short-term
accommodation/
hotel – heritage
adaptive reuse
(140 keys)

6,600m2

Commercial (tower
and podium sleeving)

54,000m2

Retail @ ground

600m2

TOTAL

61,200m2

36-storeys commercial
development including
sleeving around carparking

Public connection through
built form between Spring
Hill and CBD
BRISBANE CBD

Section through new development at 200 Turbot Street

Turbot
Street

Prepared for Property Council of Australia
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BEFORE REDEVELOPMENT
View from Turbot Street to adaptive reuse hotel development and new mixed commercial – residential tower.

THE ADAPTIVE REUSE
OF THE FORMER DENTAL
HOSPITAL COUPLED WITH THE
REDEVELOPMENT OF THE UQ
FORMER DENTAL SCHOOL WILL
CREATE A VIBRANT MIXED
USE PRECINCT THAT WILL
REDEFINE THE TOP OF TOWN.

THE IMPACT/BENEFITS
Social and Community Benefit

Economic Benefits

The positive social effects or impacts which arise as
a direct or indirect result of the redevelopment idea
presented are:

The reinvigoration of this key site as a mixed-use precinct
would contribute a strong economic benefit, driven
through large scale construction and development, further
underpinned by a continued operational employment and
GRP contribution via the commercial offering. In addition
to the improved connectivity, the mix of other uses on the
site – residential, short-term accommodation and retail will
drive an all-day economy, providing further benefits to the
local economy.

▪▪

Repurposing of a heritage building and generating
ongoing employment opportunities in the tourism and
hospitality sectors.

▪▪

Creation of a new mixed-use precinct in close
proximity to the proposed Cross River Rail and
Brisbane Metro stations.

▪▪

Supports the protection and enhancement of the
city centre’s green and public spaces, by bringing life
and activity to Spring Hill, Wickham Park and Roma
Street Parklands.

EMPLOYMENT AND GRP SUMMARY – DENTAL

▪▪

Strong alignment with government priorities and
community expectations.

Total development
employment (job years)

▪▪

Supports Spring Hill Neighbourhood Plan by extending
and connecting to the CBD.

811

4,020
Operational employment
per annum upon project
completion

$213.5m

Total Construction Cost

$78.9m
Total Development GRP

$468.1m

Operational GRP per annum
upon project completion
Source : Urbis; Rawlinsons 2017 Ed. 35; External

RECOMMENDED DELIVERY APPROACH
Given the benefits of redeveloping this site as
summarised in the table opposite, the delivery
could include a number of approaches. The
recommended course of action includes the
following steps:
▪▪

▪▪

▪▪

▪▪

State to lead community engagement, identify key
planning, design and operational guidelines.
State offers the site to market for development
management agreement subject to development
partner meeting specified outcomes sought by the
state.
Proponents assessed by state in terms of design,
community dividend and price
Development management agreement established
between the state and the preferred development
partner to ensure delivery of the required outcomes.

Benefits Summary

EXISTING

FUTURE

Limited

Moderate

Community Interest
(existing community use /
heritage value

Strong

Strong

Alignment with
Government Policy/
Initiatives

Limited

Strong

Moderate

Strong

Community Benefit

Urban Design / Place
making benefit

An example of where this approach has been used is
Portside Wharf Cruise Terminal (EDQ).
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VISION WITHOUT ACTION IS
MERELY A DREAM. ACTION
WITHOUT VISION JUST PASSES
THE TIME. VISION WITH ACTION
CAN CHANGE THE WORLD.
– Joel A. Barker

METHOD & SOURCES
For each site selected within this
assessment, the Economic Benefit
Assessment identifies the employment
impacts and contribution to Gross Regional
Product (GRP) during both the development
phase and ongoing operation of the
proposed development.
The Economic Benefit Assessment (EBA)
adopts the concept of Input-Output analysis,
involving the application of multipliers
which are used to measure the overall
employment impact of a development project
or policy change.
The estimate of expenditure impacts,
including value added impacts, is calculated
by Gross Regional Product (GRP). The direct
employment impacts are applied to GRP per
worker industry benchmarks to calculate the
increase in GRP generated by the project. The
direct impacts of the proposed development
have been identified through industry
benchmark data and employment data.

Development Phase Benefits:
Property development projects provide
economic benefits to a local economy and
wider region during both the construction
and development phase, and during the
ongoing operation or working life of the
project. Direct economic benefits during the
development phase are identified in the form
of expenditure (value added or GRP) and
employment benefits. These direct benefits
in turn generate flow-on (multiplier or
indirect) benefits which also benefit the local
and regional economies.
New jobs in the form of years of employment
per worker will be generated from the direct
expenditure for the proposed development.
Direct employment benefits are
demonstrated as full time equivalent jobs.
Operating Phase Benefits:
In addition to economic benefits that are
generated during the development phase
of the proposed development, there will
be ongoing economic benefits generated
through the operation of activities in the
local area. These benefits include Gross
Regional Product (GRP) for the LGA and
employment growth.

Prepared for Property Council of Australia
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